Sanskar Public School
Holiday Home Work (2018-19)
Class IX
Subject: English
1.
2.

3.

Draw the picture of Mahatma Gandhi and write his contribution in getting
India’s freedom.
We should have at least one hobby, hobby make us active and creative.
What’s your hobby, write about your hobby and paste picture related to
your hobby on A-4 Sheet.
Take A-4 sheet divide it into 5 columns and complete the table with name
beginning with the letters given in the column.(Write at least two name)
beginning Famous
words
people Countries Cities State Rivers
G
K
M
D
A
C
P

4.

Write a self composed poem on the theme “Health is Wealth” with beautiful
picture.
Subject: S,St.

1.
2.

Prepare a project on safety measure during fire.
Prepare a collage based on British Empire: contains
a) National Symbol of England
b) Buckingham Palace
c)
British Royal Family
d) Religion on England

3.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1.

2.
3.
4.

e) National game of England
f)
National flag of England
g) Economy and currency
h) Important events in British history
i)
Parliament of England.
Make a project file on democracy contain:
a) Write the countries name
b) Also write on which year they adopted democracy
c)
Good and bad side of democracy.
Subject: Science
Prove the equation on motion by simple and graphical method.
Practice numerical depend on speed, velocity, acceleration, distance and
displacement.(in small size copy)
Draw all the motion graphs in the graph copy.
Search and write 30 formulas name and their chemical formula.
Write and learn 10 solid substance 10 liquid substance and 10 gases
substance.
Make a project on the topic Evaporation

Subject: Math
Write short notes on anyone Indian Mathematician.
a)
Ramanayan
b) Arya Bhattaya
c)
Shri Dhronacharya
d) Bhaskaracharya
Construct a magic square.
Make chart on puzzles or riddles with answer of mathematics.
Do all questions fromR.S.Aggarwal.(chapters which had done in the class )

